SCA N Q R C O D E FO R E N R O LM E N T FO R M

OR CLICK HERE TO OPEN LINK

(+852) 2580 5028

info@colour-my-world.com

Rm 108-110, 1/F, Marina Tower, 8 Shum Wan Road, Wong Chuk Hang

A CTOUT!

YOUNG MASTERS (4-7 YEARS)
& JUNIOR MASTERS (7-12 YEARS)

Welcome to our skills-based ActOUT! series. Here, Colour My World brings you the best
of both Visual Art and Performing Art. Each week offers opportunities to make new friends
and hone new and old performance skills whilst flexing your creative muscles as you craft
a unique piece of art for endless enjoyment.

YOUNG MASTERS OF 4-7 YEARS

Engage in different dramatic arts activities from
listening and teamwork skills, characterisation, and confidence building culminating in a video showcase of the week.

MOVEMENT AND SONG

Vocal | Movement Coordination & Control | Chorus | Stage Presence

In Drama, explore your favourite musical theatres!
Learn dance techniques inspired by songs and stories of
any genre and enhance your performance through
movement and song.

DEVISED DRAMA

BOOK INTO PLAY

In Art, create a mixed media sculpture of your fairytale
hero. Dress the characters in costume and accessory that
best compliments their role and personality.

Characterisation | Devising | Stage Presence

In Drama, it’s time to lift our stories off the page and
bring it to the stage. See the world through the eyes
of another, be it a person, animal, or even an object.
Be the character in your story!
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In Art, transport yourself into a wizarding world by creating
magical props such as potions and wands. As they say,
‘The wand chooses the wizard’ - what kind do you have?

Storytelling | Characterisation | Facial Expressions | Mime & Gesture

In Drama, regale us with a tale! Learn the fundamental
art of storytelling and breathe life into tales that ignite
your imagination.

NARRATIVE PANTOMIME

get into character. Craft a unique wearable piece for
the Hakuna-matata performance.

Characterisation | Creative Thinking & Empathy | Devising | Team Building

In Drama, let’s get creative! See the world through
a magical world! What stories will you uncover;
and what will you share?

STORYTELLING

In Art, follow the long tradition of using masks to help

In Art, put together an illustrated storybook where you get

to be the protagonist. Narrate your adventures in the form
of an accordion book.

Pantomime | Characterisation | Team Building | Stylised Movement

In Drama, take yourself on a journey into the unknown
and explore a world in which you bring a whole
new character to life!

In Art, create a miniature papercraft homage to the
infamous ginormous magical beanstalk that brings you
to fine diamonds and treasure.

TO ENROL, FILL OUT ENROLMENT FORM VIA QR CODE ON COVER

PRE-SUMMER

4 DAYS

YOUNG MASTERS | $2,800 | 10:00AM-12:30PM

22-25 JUN
28-30 JUN & 2 JUL

5 DAYS, MON-FRI

SUMMER

BOOK INTO PLAY

BLACK BOX THEATRE

NARRATIVE PANTOMIME

MUSICAL THEATRE

YOUNG MASTERS | $3,300 | 9:15AM-12:00NN

5-9 JUL

JUNIOR MASTERS | $3,000 | 10:00AM-12:45PM

JUNIOR MASTERS| $3,600 | 9:15AM-12:15PM

MOVEMENT & SONG

BROADWAY SHOW

12-16 JUL

DEVISED DRAMA

PAGE TO STAGE

19-23 JUL

STORYTELLING

SINGING & CHOREOGRAPHED MOVEMENT

26-30 JUL

BOOK INTO PLAY

BLACK BOX THEATRE

2-6 AUG

MOVEMENT & SONG

MUSICAL THEATRE

9-13 AUG

NARRATIVE PANTOMIME

SINGING & CHOREOGRAPHED MOVEMENT

16-20 AUG

DEVISED DRAMA

BROADWAY SHOW

23-27 AUG

STORYTELLING

PAGE TO STAGE

JUNIOR MASTERS OF 7-12 YEARS

Delve deep into advanced skills in
movement, voice, characterisation, and stage presence,with a Friday live showcase (COVID permitting).

BROADWAY SHOW

Choreography | Vocal Training | Chorus | Stage Presence

In Drama, enhance you dancing and singing skills and
perform some Broadway Musical numbers!

PAGE TO STAGE

In Art, create an immitation stained-glass rose window
as seen in the gorgeous and iconic scenes of Belle’s life
in her enchanted castle.

Pantomime | Characterisation | Team Building | Stylised Movement

In Drama, open you minds to creating an untold story.
Take yourself on a journey into the unknown and explore a
world which you bring a character to life!

In Art, take a well-known character from a fable and put
your own spin on it. Reinterpret your newly-created
illustrated character through painting.

SINGING & CHOREOGRAPHED MOVEMENT Choreography | Vocal Training | Stage Presence | Chorus
In Drama, let’s get your dancing shoes on and singing your
favourite musical theatre songs! Learn dance techniques
inspired by songs, stories of any genre and enhance your
performance through song and dance.

BLACK BOX THEATRE
In Drama, collaborate as a team to create a theatrical
performance from scratch. From planning, to preparation,
to performance, let’s make some drama!

MUSICAL THEATRE
In Drama, it’s time to get musical! Act, sing and dance
in a musical revue that includes your best-loved
theatrical numbers!

In Art, reimagine the characters in the story of the perfect

nanny and take inspiration from the Surrealist movement
to create a silhouette poster design.

Devising | Building a Character | Teamwork | Stage Presence
In Art, build your own stage and make a miniature black box

theatre in mixed media. Recreate a scene of your freshly
written story.

Acting | Singing | Dance | Chorus | Ensemble Building
In Art, use stenciling and marbling techniques to paint
an artwork featuring the characters and lyrics from an iconic
scene of King Simba and his friends.

TO ENROL, FILL OUT ENROLMENT FORM VIA QR CODE ON COVER
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THEATRE8 YEARS
IN PRACTICE
+
Theatre is not just performance – it’s a life practice. Teamwork, creative focus, adaptability, public
speaking, and confidence building are just a few areas that improve dramatically for students of theatre.
Colour My World prepares our participants for Speech Festivals, Trinity Examinations, Auditions
and Presentations. We identify and develop areas for improvement in rehearsals using industry
techniques to break through performance barriers in a safe and supportive environment .

MON - THU (4 DAYS) | 1:30 - 3:00PM $2,900
5-8 JUL

BROADWAY BOUND: HAIRSPRAY

Put on your dancing shoes! Hone your skills in dance and learn how to deliver a compelling piece
of movement.
Choreography | Physical Expression | Movement Coordination & Control

12-15 JUL VOCAL PERFORMANCE MASTER CLASS : MATILDA THE MUSICAL
Perform catchy music in the popular musical theatre style, be they solo songs, duets or ensembles.
Hone vocal skills in musical elements of rhythm, melody, harmony, and texture.
Vocal Technique | Melody | Harmony | Posture

19-22 JUL

AUDITION MASTER CLASS: SINGING & MONOLOGUE

Time to fly solo? Learn how to present a solo audition piece and receive tailored feedback on your
performance. There’s no better way to put your performance skills up to the test!
Acting | Singing | Movement | Characterisation

2-5 AUG

MUSICAL THEATRE MASTER CLASS: HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL

Act, Sing, Dance! Join this musical theatre master class and hone your skills in one of the world’s
most recognisable forms of theatre – the musical!
Dance | Singing | Acting | Stage Presence

26-29 JUL OR 16-19 AUG OR 23-26 AUG
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MUSIC & LYRICS: PARODY RECORDING

Combine creative lyric writing with sound recording! Learn music theory, parodies and compositions
in addition to practical knowledge of music recording with a professional digital audio workstation.
Dynamics & Tempo | Pitch | Lyric Composition | Music Engineering

TO ENROL, FILL OUT ENROLMENT FORM VIA QR CODE ON COVER

TAKE 2!

SPEAK ALOUD
8 YEARS + & CREATIVE WRITING

Speak Aloud for the Summer is back with new programmes! Participants are sure to be engaged, as
we explore speaking and creative writing foundational skills, and practical presentation techniques.
Use research and our creativity to produce thought-provoking pieces. Take part in activities that build
confidence and inspire both the participants and their audiences.

MON - THU (4 DAYS) | 9:15 - 11:15AM OR 1:30 - 3:30PM $3,800
s

5-8 JUL OR 2-5 AUG

12-15 JUL OR 9-12 AUG

MAGA ZINE! MINIZINE!

TR AVEL PODCAST

Want to find out the secret to magazine
writing? Come create a spread in the
style of your favourite magazine, on
topics of your choosing, finding fun facts
online then practicing informative writing.
Finally, complement the articles with
engaging visual contents.

Love travelling? Start a travel podcast with
structure and authenticity that appeals to the
wanderlusts! Describe a newly discovered
place, its culture, its inhabitants: how and
why the experience has changed you.
Share the highlights with your audience in
an engaging podcast.

Journalism | Creative Design |
Informative & Editorial Writing

Personal Branding | Engaging Writing |
Practical Public Speaking

(22-25 JUN) OR 19-22 JUL

26-29 JUL

1 0 :30 A M - 1 2 : 3 0P M

TED

x

YOU

S CIE NCE F IC T ION &
FANTASY STORY TELLING

It’s time for a talk. What words of wisdom
will you share? Brainstorm and find your
major idea. Put pen to paper and craft
an impactful speech through a finetuned
composition. Present your content in
a way that resonates with your audience
long after you have spoken.

Get
creative.
Learn
to
write
your
own fantastical stories in the likes
of JK Rowling and Isaac Asimov.
Receive tips from an author on how to
write tales in the genres of Sci-fi and
Fantasy, and read them aloud in a recorded
performance.

Informative Speech | Public Speaking |
Presentation Materials | Audience Interaction

Fiction Writing | Literature Devices |
Recorded Performance

TO ENROL, FILL OUT ENROLMENT FORM VIA QR CODE ON COVER
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ART
PLAY
4-6.5 YEARS
Spend a fun and relaxing afternoon making enjoyable and creative tidbits - fun sculpture, mixed media
painting and crafts - whilst learning the basics in a variety of materials! Improve your fine motor skills,
understanding of colour and hone your sense of design.

credit Jodi Oh

PAINTING

WHIMSICAL VILLAGE

GO ABORIGINAL

THE FISH BOWL

(Acrylic & Mixed Media on Canvas)

(Acrylic & Mixed Media on Wood)

A house on the coast of the sea, a brick-filled
historic town, a ski resort … Take inspiration
from Abstract artist Jodi Ohl’s works and
portray your whimsical little village getaway.

Be inspired by Aboriginal indigenous
symbols and patterns in natural colours,
we shall tell a story of the land and people
with dots and swirls, and acrylic paint!

Abstraction | Line Work | Layering

Symbols | Earthy Colour | Composition

Printing | Pattern | Design

$2,250

$2,250

$2,250

(Printmaking, Mixed Media Collage)
Ever been told ‘you’ve got the memory
of a goldfish’? Create your personal
fishbowl collage with an eclectic collection
of colourful materials and funky patterns.

SCULPTURE

ANCIENT EXCAVATION

FEATHERY FOWL

A street snack stall was recently
discovered in Pompei. Who knew Ancient
people were just like us? Build and
distress your own ancient-looking idol.

Anyone still remember angry birds? Craft
up a decorative free-standing feathery
fowl. Make your bird stand out with all
your favourite colours and patterns.

Hand Building | Texture | Surface Treatment

Crafting | Pattern | Design

Papier-Mâché | Dressing | Design

$2,250

$2,250

$2,250

(Clay Figurine)
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(Paper Crafts)

CABLE MARTIANS
(Wire & Papier-Mâché)

Make your imaginary happy Martian
come to life while also honouring your
own planet! Create your sculpture with
bolts, wire, and reflective materials.

TO ENROL, FILL OUT ENROLMENT FORM VIA QR CODE ON COVER

PICK ONE OF TWO WEEKLY
WORKSHOPS OR JOIN
BOTH DURING THE SAME
WEEK FOR A 5% DISCOUNT.

22-25 JUN

28-30 JUN & 2 JUL

10:00-11:15

ON THE FARM

THE FISH BOWL

11:15-12:30

KALEIDOSCOPIC WINGS

CHOCABLOCKED

5-8 JUL

12-15 JUL

19-22 JUL

1:30-2:45

ANCIENT EXCAVATION

JELLYFISH SYMMETRY

FEATHERY FOWL

3:30-4:45

WHIMSICAL VILLAGE

GO ABORIGINAL

CABLE MARTIANS

26-29 JUL

2-5 AUG

9-12 AUG

1:30-2:45

KALEIDOSCOPIC WINGS

ON THE FARM

WHIMSICAL VILLAGE

3:30-4:45

JELLYFISH SYMMETRY

THE FISH BOWL

CHOCABLOCKED

16-19 AUG

23-26 AUG

1:30-2:45

CABLE MARTIANS

GO ABORIGINAL

3:30-4:45

ANCIENT EXCAVATION

FEATHERY FOWL

Credit: Laura Yager

CRAFTS

ON THE FARM

$2,050

(Mixed Media Diptych Collage)

$2,250

(Hanging Sculpture)

From the eggs in your omelette to the milk in your cereal,
animals help us humans every day. Celebrate farm animals
with fun narratives in a series of mixed-media paintings.
Stencil | Printing | Storytelling

CHOCABLOCKED

JELLYFISH SYMMETRY

$2,250

(Design & Imprint)

Fun fact: jellyfish are neither made of jelly nor are they fish…
In abundant shades of colours, they certainly are beautiful
though! Make your own sea jelly mobile with long tendrils,
pulsing along on ocean currents.
Mobile | Pastel | Translucency

KALEIDOSCOPIC WINGS

$2,050

(Mixed Media Geometric Art)

Beans, beads, pompoms, yarn… What do these have in common?
They can all be made into artworks! Assemble unconventional
materials to create relief artworks as well as prints.

Art imitates life & life imitates art. Study Damien Hirst’s
kaleidoscope-like butterfly wing artworks. Take inspiration from
nature and design your own prismatic and patterned geometric art.

Found Objects | Motif | Printmaking

Geometry | Pattern | Design

TO ENROL, FILL OUT ENROLMENT FORM VIA QR CODE ON COVER
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ART7 YEARS
CREATE
+
Wish to get better at your craftsmanship? Learn to incorporate elements of art and principles of design
into your artistic creations. Pick any of our afternoon workshops. Whether it’s painting, drawing and
illustrating, sculpting, printmaking or decorative fibre arts, we do it all!

Credit: Sharon Lam

Credit: Studio Ghibli

DRAWING FUNDAMENTALS

STOREFRONT NOSTALGIA

CHARACTER & ENVIRONMENT

(Coloured Liner & Poster Paint)

THE TOOLBOX

(Graphite & Various Dry Media)

Take cue from Victoria BC-based Sharon
Lam (illustrator-painter) and connect with
iconic HK imagery. Turn local storefronts
into heart-warming illustrations.

Arm yourself with the tools & techniques
necessary for observational drawing.
Strengthen the connection between your
eye and arm.

Quick - where are you now? In the deep
sea, or on a cotton candy cloud? Use
colour & line to depict a character in your
chosen environment, real life or surreal.

Principles Of Design | Building Illustration | Stylization

Observational Drawing | Tonal Study

$2,950

(Fine Liner & Ink Wash Illustration)

$2,950

$2,950

Credit: Ken Price

Credit: Dale Chihuly

SCULPTURE

CHIHULY ENLIGHTENED CERAMIC LANDSCAPE
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ALEBRIJES

(‘Stained Glass’ Lightbox)

(Landscape Illustration Plate Design)

Study Dale Chihuly’s vibrant glass
sculptures and action paintings. Use glass
paint and acrylics to fashion your own
‘mock stained glass’ lightbox.

Art is found in galleries and… On the
dining table? Study ceramicist-painter
Ken Price’s landscapes. Design and paint
your own functional HK-inspired plate.

Learn about the unusual evolution and
origin story of Mexican Alebrije figurines.
Imagine and create your pattern-filled
statuette of fantastical creatures.

Light & Transparency | 3D Construction |
Immitation Stained Glass Painting

Applied Arts | Ceramic Glazing |
Product Design Concept

Papier-Mâché | Cultural Appreciation |
Pattern Design

$3,250

(Alebrijes-Inspired Sculpture)

$3,250
TO ENROL, FILL OUT ENROLMENT FORM VIA QR CODE ON COVER

$2,950

PICK ONE OF TWO WEEKLY
WORKSHOPS OR JOIN
BOTH DURING THE SAME
WEEK FOR A 5% DISCOUNT.

22-25 JUN

28-30 JUN & 2 JUL

10:00-11:15

CHARACTER & ENVIRONMENT

ALEBRIJES

11:15-12:30

CONTEMPORARY SUMI

THE TOOLBOX

5-8 JUL

12-15 JUL

19-22 JUL

1:30-3:00

STOREFRONT NOSTALGIA

CERAMIC LANDSCAPE

SWEETNESS OVERLOAD

3:30-5:00

SECRET LIFE OF PETS

CHIHULY ENLIGHTENED

COLLAGE IN ABSTRACTION

26-29 JUL

2-5 AUG

9-12 AUG

1:30-3:00

THE TOOLBOX

CHIHULY ENLIGHTENED

SECRET LIFE OF PETS

3:30-5:00

CERAMIC LANDSCAPE

STOREFRONT NOSTALGIA

ALEBRIJES

16-19 AUG

23-26 AUG

1:30-3:00

CONTEMPORARY SUMI

WOVEN GEODES

3:30-5:00

CHARACTER & ENVIRONMENT

SWEETNESS OVERLOAD

Credit: Yuriko Kawase

Credit: Pixar Animation

Credit: Wayne Thiebaud

PAINTING

CONTEMPORARY SUMI SECRET LIFE OF PETS

(Ink Brush Painting on Rice Paper)
Learn about Contemporary artist Yuriko
Kawase’s philosophy. Explore the medium
of monochromatic ink brush painting
and record your own expression.
Cultural Appreciation | Sumi-e |
Ink Application & Techniques

SWEETNESS OVERLOAD

(Acrylic Diptych on Canvas Panel)
What are our pets up to when we’re not
home? Depict a mischievous house pet
in two images. Use paper cutting to help
compose your final figurative abstraction.

(Oil on Canvas With Oil Stick & Pastel)
Meet Pop Art’s sweetest painter Wayne
Thiebaud. Indulge your sweet tooth
in some pastel-tone oil stick paintings.
Focus on observational representation
and perspective.

Narrative | Figurative Abstraction | Composition

Colour Study | Composition | Value

$3,150

$3,150

$3,150

Credit: Michael Cutlip

MIXED MEDIA

COLLAGE IN ABSTRACTION

$2,950

WOVEN GEODES

$2,950

(Collage with Photos & Painting on Canvas)

(Fibre Art & Weaving)

Use photo-collaging as a springboard into expressive
abstraction. Study Michael Cutlip’s abstract works
and explore techniques in assemblage of different
forms in creating a new whole.
Photo Image Manipulation | Collage & Painting Techniques

The wonders of earth simply cannot be contained,
so let’s think ‘outside of the box’. Use painting, weaving
and organic form to render your own interpretation of
painted & woven geode cross-sections.
Weaving | Tactile Rendering | Design Concept

TO ENROL, FILL OUT ENROLMENT FORM VIA QR CODE ON COVER
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ART
DUET
10-12 YEARS
Our ART DUET weeks explore two thematic projects led by TWO specialist facilitators. Progress made
in one project will directly complement the other, giving valuable insight into the application of newly
learned skills and creative direction, and leading to the production of two complementary artworks. A
creative week like no other!

MON - THU (4 DAYS) | 9:15AM - 12:15PM $5,050
12-15 JUL OR 2-5 AUG

PLEATED SPACE

PHOLDS & FOTOS

Credit: Marcelo Daldoce

5-8 JUL OR 23-26 AUG

(2D to 3D Relief Collage)

Take in the folds, relief, geometry of Marcelo Daldoce’s
works. Create your own watercolour illustrations. Bring your
two-dimensional painted works into the third dimension through
digital manipulation, origami tactics, and low-relief collaging.
Digital Image Manipulation | Watercolour Technique |
Origami | Design Concept

(Painting & Photography)

Challenge the notion of typical Atelier workshop still-life studies.
While one must study to believably render fabric, is that all there
is to the setup? Learn to arrange lighting and composition, paint
drapery on unstretched canvas, and then turn your painted
study into the subject for photographic exploration.
Value Study | Acrylics Techniques | Abstraction

Credit: Bridget Riley

OP ART GIF

(Illustration & GIF Animation)
Examine the works and techniques of Op Art legends
Victor Vasarely & Briget Riley. Create your own drawn,
painted and paper-cut-out optical illusions. Then, digitally
manipulate your scanned artwork into a mesmerizing GIF.
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26-29 JUL OR 16-19 AUG
Credit: Lucian Freud

19-22 JUL OR 9-12 AUG

Optical Illusion | Painting | Papercutting | GIF Animation

LET’S FACE IT!

(Textile & Acrylic Painting)
Create an expressive drawing of yourself with stitching. Render
line and tone through an assortment of machine stitches to
depict your features on fabric. Explore Lucian Freud’s portrait
paintings and paint your likeness in an expressionistic manner
using Impasto techniques, bristle brushes, and palette knives.
Expressive Markmaking | Impasto Painting | Machine Stitching

TO ENROL, FILL OUT ENROLMENT FORM VIA QR CODE ON COVER

ART
CONCEPT
ART
CONCEPT
13 YEARS +

Promotes inquisitiveness for
obtaining KNOWLEDGE

13+ years

For those who wish to build their skills or expand their visual arts portfolio. Are you considering taking Art for your GCSEs, A-Levels,
IGCSE or IB? Maybe you simply enjoy a challenge? Join ART CONCEPT to engage in artistic, open-ended self-inquiry under
our skilled team’s guidance and produce portfolio-worthy pieces. Hone understanding of styles, techniques, and concept.

SUMMER 1:30PM - 4:30PM

Opt in for a Friday drop-in session (1:30-4:30PM) for an extra $950.
Gain critical feedback. Assemble a portfolio-worthy collection.

(22-25 JUN) OR 5-8 JUL

(28-30 JUN + 2 JUL) OR 19-22 JUL $6,200

$6,200

10 :00AM - 1:00PM

Credit: Sandro Boticelli

1 0 :00 A M - 1 :0 0 P M

RENNAISANCE SPIRIT

WHAT’S YOUR PERSPECTIVE?

(Oil Painting on Canvas)

Study Renaissance painting while pondering the question:
what will our present be called by the people of the future?
The invention of the Internet leads to an increase in
globalization, invention of crypto-currency and NFT artworks.
Embrace the Renaissance Spirit to tell a modern-day story.

(3D Model & Printmaking, Interior Concept)

Create an illusion of perspective, touching upon linear,
atmospheric, and geometric. Identify perspective in architecture
and artworks from across cultures. Create ‘wrong’ perspectives
to convey a sense of movement. Consider aspects from
light to pattern in this architectonic immersion course.

Oil Techniques | Composition | Conceptualization

$6,200

26-29 JUL

$6,200

Credit: Ivan Bilibin & Alan Aldrige

12-15 JUL

Perspective | Rendering Space | Cultural Understanding

SPREADING KNOWLEDGE
(Printmaking)

Print’s not dead! Far more effective than the town crier,
the invention of the press has changed history forever.
From Chinese wood block printing to digital prints, learn
hands-on techniques to create your artwork and render
it digitally as a postcard.
Lino Carving | Stencil & Stamp

MYTHS, FABLES… AND SCI-FI?
(Dip Pen / Gouache Illustration)

A golden fleece, a house on chicken legs, a parallel dimension…
Study master illustrator Ivan Bilibin’s storybook illustrations
and Alan Aldridge’s retro sci-fi book covers. Use traditional and
retro-inspired techniques to reimagine a page from a myth,
fable or legend of your choice.
Ton sur Ton | Dip Pen Inking | Book Illustration

TO ENROL, FILL OUT ENROLMENT FORM VIA QR CODE ON COVER
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ART
CONCEPT
ART
CONCEPT
13 YEARS +

Promotes inquisitiveness for
obtaining KNOWLEDGE

13+ years

SUMMER 1:30PM - 4:30PM
2-5 AUG

Opt in for a Friday drop-in session (1:30-4:30PM) for an extra $950.
Gain critical feedback. Assemble a portfolio-worthy collection.

9-12 AUG $6,200

$6,000

PAINT IT LOUD

SPIRIT OF EXPERIMENTING

(Graphical Poster Design)

(Mixed Media Collage & Painting)

Here’s your chance to send a message, loud and clear.
Slow walkers, construction sounds early in the morning….
Take on your biggest pet peeve in a humorous way and
design a poster. Learn about the basics of analog graphic
design and the elements of the constructivist aesthetic.

The wise Bob Ross once said, ‘We don’t make mistakes – we
just have happy accidents’. Step beyond your comfort zone by
working with unconventional or makeshift tools and materials.
Create a swatch book of your attempts and utilize a selection
of techniques in rendering a final artwork.

Constructivism Aesthetic | Stylization | Poster Design

Materials Experimentation | Tool Creation | Creative Thinking

WORDS IN POWER
(Mixed Media & 3D)
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23-26 AUG $6,000
Credit: Voynich Manuscript

Credit: Roney Horns & Ed Ruscha

16-19 AUG $6,200

LOST KNOWLEDGE

(Watercolour Illustration & Cipher Design)

A picture is worth a thousand words - but what about a
picture made of words? Learn from word art pioneers
such as Apollinaire and the Guerrilla Girls. Use text as
a visual element to create an experience of your design for
the viewer. Create an artwork in the dimension of your choice.

Invent your own coded language. Decipher the Voynich
manuscript, a hand-written and illustrated encyclopedia
of natural history. Transpose the spirit of this beautiful historic
codex in your own contemporary classification of natural or
manmade objects. Use your cipher to confuse and amuse!

Conceptualization | Peer Critique | Provocation

Illustration | Watercolour | Cipher Creation

info@colour-my-world.com

(+852) 2580 5028

Rm 108-110, 1/F, Marina Tower, 8 Shum Wan Road, Wong Chuk Hang

TO ENROL, FILL OUT ENROLMENT FORM VIA QR CODE ON COVER

